PROCUREMENT PRIOR INFORMATION NOTICE

Services related to strengthening, expanding and extending rights-based migration governance systems in the North of Africa

1. Publication reference

ICMPD/19.042/SER/EMG/GST/NOA

2. Procedure

Open

3. Project title

Building, disseminating and operationalizing evidence-driven migration governance policy and practice in North Africa (eMGPP)

4. Contracting authority

International Centre for Migration Policy Development (ICMPD)

5. Contract description

Services related to strengthening, expanding and extending rights-based migration governance systems in the North of Africa.

6. Intended timing of publication of the contract notice

November 2019

7. Legal basis


Remarks:

No applications or requests for further information should be sent at this stage.

Leandro Chaar Ferreira (Mr.)

Procurement officer

For:

Frederic Brimbal (Mr.)

Procurement Manager / Manager du bureau des achats